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      With tonight’s result, the Fire have lost just once in their last six matches (4-1-1, 13 points).
Xherdan Shaqiri has contributed to five goals in the last three away matches (1 goal, 4 assists). 
Shaqiri has recorded four assists in the team’s last four matches. His 11 overall assists are tied for the third-
most in MLS.
Shaqiri is the second player in Club history to record double-digit assists in a single season since 2011,
joining midfielder Nico Gaitán (2019).
Chris Mueller scored his fourth goal of the season. Mueller is tied with Shaqiri for the second-most goals on
the team in 2022.
Javier Casas Jr. made his third regular season appearance for the Fire in tonight’s match, entering as a
substitute for Shaqiri late in the second half. 

Chicago Fire FC (8-11-6, 30 points) fell 4-1 to the Eastern Conference-leading Philadelphia Union (13-3-9, 48
points) at Subaru Park on Saturday night. The away defeat snapped the Fire’s five-game unbeaten run, including
consecutive away wins, as the team moved three points below the Eastern Conference playoff line.
Coming into the match looking for a third straight win on the road, the Fire fell behind against the run of play in
the 16th minute when Dániel Gazdag chipped the ball into the back of the net. Philadelphia then doubled their
lead in the 37th minute off a finish from defender Jack Elliot from inside the six yard box. 
The Fire responded early in the second half to get back into the game, adding a goal of their own from winger
Chris Mueller in the 49th minute. The scoring play began when Federico Navarro forced a turnover to win
possession and laid the ball off to Xherdan Shaqiri. The Swiss midfielder then slotted a well-timed pass into the
path of Mueller, who curled a first-time shot across the face of the goal and into the bottom right corner. 
Despite Chicago’s numerous attempts to equalize, the Union would find two more goals in the second half,
scoring in the 53rd minute via Julián Carranza before adding a fourth from substitute Cory Burke in the 82nd
minute to solidify the victory. 

NEXT MATCH: Chicago will return home to face New York City FC on Sunday, Aug. 21 at SeatGeek Stadium.
Beginning at 5:00 p.m. CT, the match will be televised on WGN-TV and CF97 Live, and transmitted locally in
Spanish on TUDN 1200 AM. 

Notes:
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https://click.fanmail.chicagofirefc.com/?qs=6f7c8f1f94c99c94c45644902f0a7a6c19fe910744e123d360cc3fff942fa838b9031dbedf64720b176555966fe4cb8bb64a6df322257e36
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